Notes:
Unlike the Specialized pages, the Basic pages do not include spots for all major varieties.
Typically, the Basic pages will include a single spot for each face value of each set, omitting
additional sub-varieties of color, gum, perforation, etc.
The Basic sets do not include some of the rarer, more specialized items. They also do not
include spots for most plate flaws, overprint flaws, etc.
All watermarks are as viewed from the rear of the stamp.
On pages with stamp photos included or with close-ups of plate flaws, there may be some
photos missing due to my inability to find suitable images of those stamps.
On pages with stamp photos included, there may be some stamp photos missing due to my
inability to find suitable images of those stamps.
At the end of each set is a blank page for each page style used in the set. If you would like
additional pages that include custom boxes, text, etc., in a style that exactly matches the
existing pages, or if you would like further customizations (odd-size stamp, additional boxes,
etc.) to the existing pages, please send me a note through the ‘Contact Admin’ form that’s in
the footer of every page on my website.
NOTE ON PRINTING: If, when printing, you have the option to print the pages actual
size or shrink them to fit the paper, do not select shrink to fit! Doing so will shrink all
content, including the stamp boxes, resulting in them being too small. The pages should
print correctly at actual size, regardless of any warnings your printer might give.
Cheers,
PostmasterGS
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Feldpost
Feldpost (in English, Field Post) is the German military mail service. It traces its roots
back 18th century in the Kingdom of Prussia, and has existed ever since in different
forms and shapes.

www.germanstamps.net

During 1937-39, the German Wehrmacht had a military mailing service that provided
free postal services within Germany. With the outbreak of WWII, the service was
greatly expanded to provide service to the millions of German troops scattered over
Europe, Asia, and Africa. Over the course of the war, minor changes to the service
would be necessitated by the scope of the German conquests, most notably the
introduction of nominal fees for packages over certain weights and the frequent use of
local provisional feldpost stamps due to insufficient supply of regular feldpost issues.

Map showing extent of German military occupation

Feldpost
Airmail Permission Stamp

Perforated K 13¾:14

18 April 1942
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Lilac Ultramarine to
Bright Gray Ultramarine

1943

Rouletted

Lilac Ultramarine to
Bright Gray Ultramarine

Junkers Ju 52 in flight over the Mediterranean Sea, 1941

Feldpost
Parcel Permission Stamps

Perforated K 13¾:14

10 July 1942
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Dark- to Black Brownish Red

1943

Rouletted

Dark- to Black Brownish Red

Mail call for German troops, France, 1944

Feldpost
Parcel Permission Stamp
Parcels up to 2 kg
24 November 1944
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Dark Lilac Purple

Mobile feldpost station, Cottbus train station, 1944

Feldpost
Parcel Permission Stamp
Christmas Parcels up to 1 kg
20 October 1944
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(Dark) Emerald Green

German troops celebrate Christmas, Gołdap, Poland, December 1944

Feldpost
Tunis Parcel Stamp
For use by troops of the Afrika Korps
April 1943

Brown to Blackish Siena

In April 1943, Generalfeldmarschall Erwin Rommel’s
Afrika Korps began using this stamp on packages
sent through the feldpost system.
Each soldier was issued two stamps, each covering
the cost of postage for a package up to 250 grams.
Packages from 250-1,000 grams required an
additional 20 Pf postage.
Approximately 1 million stamps were printed, of
which at least 620,000 were destroyed when the
Afrika Korps surrendered in May 1943.
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Most cancellations are with rubber stamp “Bei der
Feldpost eingeliefert” in various shades of violetblue ink.
Due to the short period of use — less than 1 month
— legitimately used copies are rare. Due to their
unique design and unusual history, these are among
the most forged issues in German philately.
Emblem of the Afrika Korps

Feldpost
Vukovar Inselpost
For use by German troops on Crete and the Aegean Islands
October 1944

Dark- to Black Brownish Red

Following the reconquest of Greece by the Allies,
German forces stationed on Crete and the Aegean
Islands could only be supplied by air.
The postmaster for these regions, Feldpostmeister
Dr. E. Schwarz of Army Group F, decreed that
all mail in these regions should only use feldpost
stamps overprinted ‘Inselpost’ (Island Post). To
accommodate this requirement, 200,000 feldpost
package stamps were overprinted in Vukovar,
Croatia, for distribution to the troops.
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However, the aircraft transporting the stock of
stamps was shot down during a supply flight in
October 1944. The only copies of the Vukovar printing
which survived were a small stock of approximately
2,000 stamps which remained in Vukovar.
Most of these remaining copies were transported
to Rhodes in December 1944, where they were
distributed to collectors. They included normal
copies, as well as a few double and inverted
overprints.
German troops laying communication cable near
Fallschirmjäger monument, Chania, Crete, c. 1943

Feldpost
Crete Inselpost
Provisional issues for use by German troops on Crete
November 1944

Perforated K 13¾:14

Rouletted

Lilac Ultramarine to
Bright Gray Ultramarine

Lilac Ultramarine to
Bright Gray Ultramarine

Following the loss of the aircraft delivering the Vukovar overprints in
October 1944, the isolated garrisons resorted to locally-printed provisional
postage. By direction of the Feldpostmeister, these provisional issues were
overprinted ‘Inselpost’ (Island Post).
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The Crete Inselpost issues were printed by the printers of the front
newspaper “Veste Kreta”. Total quantity printed is approximately 100,000.

Transporting feldpost by mule, Crete, c. 1943/1944

Feldpost
Rhodes Inselpost
Provisional issues for use by German troops on Rhodes
November 1944

Perforated K 13¾:14

Lilac Ultramarine to
Bright Gray Ultramarine

Rouletted

Lilac Ultramarine to
Bright Gray Ultramarine
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Dark- to Black Brownish Red

Following the loss of the aircraft delivering the Vukovar overprints in October 1944, the isolated garrisons
resorted to locally-printed provisional postage. By direction of the Feldpostmeister, these provisional
issues were overprinted ‘INSELPOST’ (Island Post).
The Rhodes Inselpost issues were printed by the Tipografia Rodi. Total quantity printed is approximately
40,000 of the first issue and 60,000 of the second, though most were destroyed.

Feldpost
Agram Inselpost
November 1944

Perforated K 13¾:14

Dark- to Black Brownish Red

Rouletted

Dark- to Black Brownish Red
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Following the loss of the aircraft delivering the Vukovar overprints in October 1944, new overprint issues
were printed at the state printing office in Agram (Zagreb), Croatia. A total of 1.5 million were printed
for use throughout Crete and the Aegean Islands

Junkers Ju 87 Stuka on a Cretan airfield, April 1943

Feldpost
Leros Inselpost
Provisional issues for use by German troops on Leros
February 1945

Perforated K 13¾:14
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Lilac Ultramarine to
Bright Gray Ultramarine

Rouletted

Lilac Ultramarine to
Bright Gray Ultramarine

A German seaplane evacuates wounded troops from the former British naval base on Leros, January 1944

Feldpost
Christmas Inselpost
Provisional issues for use by German troops on Rhodes, Kos, & Leros
December 1944

Blackish Lilac Red
Type I

Blackish Lilac Red
Type II

Blackish Lilac Red
Type III

Blackish Lilac Red
Type IV

Blackish Lilac Red
Type V

In December 1944, the Eastern Aegean Islands commander on Rhodes ordered these overprints made
for the German forces. The overprinting was done on stamps supplied by the Italian director of posts.
On 22 December 1944, each troop on Rhodes, Kos, and Leros received two stamps for use on airmail
Feldpost covers to Germany.
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A total of 25,000 stamps were overprinted. Due to differences in the typesetting, five versions exist.

Sheet Layout

Feldpost
Hela U-Boat Issue
Provisional issues for use by German troops trapped on the Hel Peninsula, Poland
March 1945

Violet Ultramarine to (Dark)
Lilac Ultramarine

In early 1945, the German 31st Infantry Division was trapped on the Hel Peninsula, a heavily fortified 35km long sand bar peninsula off of Gdańsk (Danzig), Poland. Resupply of the Division was accomplished
via the sea.
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Beginning in March 1945, the Hela U-Boat Issue was printed by the Division’s mapping unit. It was
intended for use on mail transported by U-boats supplying the Division, but due to the fact that surface
naval traffic never ceased, the stamps were never used as intended. They can be found used on mail
which traveled via surface traffic.

German U-Boat

Feldpost
Kuban Bridgehead Issue
Provisional issues for use by German troops in the Kuban Bridgehead
November 1943

Type I
Black
48x16 mm

Type II
Black
48x16 mm

Type III
Black
48x16 mm

Type IV
Black
48x16 mm

From January to October 1943, German troops occupied a position on the Taman Peninsula, Russia,
between the Sea of Azov and the Black Sea. The bridgehead formed after the Germans were pushed out
of the Caucasus. The heavily fortified position was intended as a staging area for the Wehrmacht prior
to them renewing attacks towards the oil wells of the Caucasus. The bridgehead was abandoned when
the Red Army breached the Panther–Wotan line, forcing an evacuation of the German forces across the
Kerch Strait to Crimea.
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In April 1943, the local Feldpostmeister ordered the use of permission stamps on parcels from the
bridgehead back to Germany. The parcel permission stamps were printed by the front paper Kämpfer
im Kaukasus on newspaper without gum. The stamps were valid for packages up to 1 kilogram, and an
additional fee of 20 Pfennig was also required. Of the original edition of 1 million stamps, only a small
number survives.
Four major variants exist:
•
•
•
•

Type I: “1 Päckchen” centered above “Front-Heimat”
Type II: “1 Päckchen” and “Front-Heimat” left-aligned
Type III: “1 Päckchen” and “Front-Heimat” right-aligned or “Päckchen” slightly to the right of “Heimat”
Type IV: “1 Päckchen” centered above “Front-Heimat”, “Front-Heimat” in thin font

Feldpost
Krim Issues
Provisional issues for use by German troops in Crimea (Krim)
November 1943

Black
41 x 23 mm

Black
36 x 28 mm

In November 1943, the postmaster for German troops in Crimea (Krim) decided to relax a previous
prohibition on shipping parcels back to Germany through the Feldpost system. In order to control the
amount of parcels being shipped, he required parcels to have postage in the amount of 20 Pf and a parcel
permission stamp.
The parcel permission stamps were printed by the local newspaper “Der Kampf”, on newspaper in sheets
of 10×10. They are found in two sizes — 41×23 mm (I) and 36×28 mm (II).
The type II was printed in sheets of 100, with five major variations created by typesetting issues.
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•
•
•
•
•

II — inverted “u” in place of “n” in both “Päckchen” and “Richtung”
II a — inverted “u” in place of “n” in “Richtung”
II b — inverted “u” in place of “n” in “Päckchen” (positions 6, 92)
II c – “Richtung” misspelled as “Richtnng” (position 32)
II/II — “Richtung” misspelled as “Rtchtung” (position 77)

Type II Sheet Layout

Feldpost
Kurland Bisect
Provisional bisects for use by German troops
trapped in the Courland (Kurland) Pocket
March 1945
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(Dark) Emerald Green
On folded letter

Bisects were glued to Feldpost cards and covers and precancelled to discourage misuse.

Feldpost
Kurland Bisect
Provisional bisects for use by German troops
trapped in the Courland (Kurland) Pocket
March 1945
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(Dark) Emerald Green
On postcard

Bisects were glued to Feldpost cards and covers and precancelled to discourage misuse.

Feldpost
Ruhr Pocket Issue
Provisional issues for use by German troops trapped in the Ruhr Pocket
April 1945
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Dark Yellow Brown

An American soldier stands guard over thousands of German prisoners captured in the Ruhr
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Feldpost
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